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Figure 1: Possible future motion predictions based on shape-motion pat(8.)
(4.)
terns (SMPs). In this scene, a car (yellow) is driving forward, another
car (blue) is parked on the right and next to the parked car a pedestrian
Figure 2: Motion prediction pipeline based on hierarchical clustering.
(orange) is waiting. Our model predicts possible motion behaviour even
for static objects. Note that in this situation our model can indicate that most similar to the observed object.
the standing pedestrian may walk onto the road.


CS (s) := cS ∈ CS d(s, sb(cS )) < λ min
d(s, sb(c0s )) ,
0

Analysing and predicting the movement of objects is a vital ability
for self-driving cars and autonomous mobile robots. Such systems need
to be able to foresee potential collisions and also react to possibly harmful
situations. We propose an unsupervised approach to learn typical motion
patterns of object categories from example data. In our approach, object
categories are not limited to predefined classes. Instead, our approach
provides a categorization into objects with similar shapes and trajectories.

cS ∈CS

(1)

where sb(cS ) is the exemplar shape of cluster cS and parameter λ controls
the number of closest shape clusters. (7.) We compare all motion models
from this subset of shape clusters to the observed trajectory and select the
most similar one. (8.) Based on the selected motion model we predict
the future motion. Furthermore, we use the subset of motion models from
the previous step to infer a probability distribution describing where the
object could move based on its shape.
We demonstrate in our experiments that our approach outperforms
Kalman filter based predictions. Furthermore, we demonstrate that reasoning on shape can increase prediction performance w.r.t. trajectoryonly maneuver-based methods, especially for the less frequent object categories e.g. pedestrians whose trajectory models differ significantly from
the shape-independent trajectory models. In addition, we demonstrate
qualitatively that our method can predict possible future motions for static
objects (see Fig. 1) and thus foresee potentially dangerous situations.

Current research on motion prediction can be structured into dynamical, maneuver-based, and complex interaction-aware models [3].
Maneuver-based methods, such as ours (e.g. [1, 2, 5, 9]) find patterns
in previously observed trajectories to predict the future evolution of the
trajectory. Compared to previous maneuver-based methods, we additionally distinguish the observed objects by their shape, which allows us to
assign object category-specific motion patterns. While most related work
in the research area of object categorization focuses on supervised methods (e.g. [4, 6]), only a small number of approaches tackles the semi/unsupervised categorization of objects [7, 8]. Based on noisy stereo data
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We propose to describe objects in a hierarchical approach, as visualized in Fig. 2: (1.) First, we run a tracker on the training set and gather
training data by sampling the trajectories of the tracked objects. A training example contains a shape model of the object together with its trajectory. (2.) We cluster the instances from the training set based on their
shape. The shape clusters cS ∈ CS represent categories of objects, differentiating view points within an object class. (3.) Various instances
in each shape cluster can have different motion models, e.g. a car can
be parked or drive with a large velocity. Hence, we cluster the trajectories m ∈ M(cS ) of each shape cluster cS to obtain shape-specific trajectory clusters cM|cS ∈ CM|cS . (4.) Each trajectory cluster in a shape forms


one shape-motion pattern (SMP) p = cS , cM|cS . The trajectories in the
SMP can be described by the Gaussian distribution on the past and future
positions relative to their current position.
Using our learned model, we classify novel object shapes and trajectories into one of the learned SMPs. (5.) For this, we gather shape and
trajectory information from the same kind of tracker that we use in the
training phase. (6.) By comparing the integrated shape of the new instance to all cluster centers we extract a subset of shape centers which are
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